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Dear Mike, 

8th October 2019 
 

North Taunton Development Spine Road 
 
 

Thank you for your letter dated 3rd October 2019. 
 
I am not surprised that the government grant of £7.2M to SWaT has not yet been clearly 
finalised as its purpose, as I understand it, is to ease the building of the spine road and this 
will be in the hands of the two developers involved. It is unfortunate that progress with the 
developer for the western end is more advanced than at the east end and as, no doubt, they 
plan to use a single highways contractor for the spine road, it is necessary for the east end 
developer to be fully signed up. I understand that this event is imminent and hence it would 
seem sensible that construction work should commence at both ends. 
 
You make the point that it is likely that the access points will remain as the current consent 
and, while I accept that this could be the fall-back position, you will know from our earlier 
discussions and from my letter to John Woodman that I remain surprised at the acceptance of 
the proposed connection position with Staplegrove Road and would like to see this changed. 
From my discussions with many bodies this revision is widely supported. 
 
You query one of my seven listed disadvantages of this location, being that it has been said 
that the road would have to be closed for some weeks during construction of the junction, to 
the great disruption of the traffic flow. I was certainly told by someone that the road would 
need to be closed (at our meeting on 6th September 2018 perhaps?) and, in any case, I don’t 
see how the excavation work could be started without this being necessary. Hence, the 
following questions spring to mind; 
 
How is it thought that the 6-metre-deep cutting necessary at this point will be excavated and 
what plant will be used? 
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How will the excavated material be removed? Would it be via the A358 or back along the 
partially completed spine road to the east end?  
 
It is very necessary, of course, to safeguard the smooth-running of the traffic through this key 
section of the trunk road network if severe congestion is to be avoided and all the options 
available should be considered, including moving the junction to a more sensible location. 
There would certainly be a multitude of savings to be had both for the neighbourhood and for 
the developers and their contractor by adopting the proposed direct connection to Silk Mills 
junction. 
 
Also, the initial use of a short, widened length of Mill Lane to provide a temporary access for 
building the spine road would make very good sense. This would require the widening of its 
entrance from the A358 but that would only mean it being done earlier than what would be 
required in any case for the planned improved Silk Mills junction. 
 
Hopefully the advantages of these proposals are understood and all can benefit from them. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Michael Clark 
 
 
 
 
modowdjones@somerset.gov.uk 


